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ABSTRACT

Films and screens have a strong influence on multilayer systems’ performance. A good understanding of the mechanisms at play as well as an
accurate modelling of potential uncertainties therefore seems of great interest. This document presents first classical numerical models for PEM and
fluids and identifies a potential way to include uncertainties in them. The
proposed method, based on a rewriting of the film medium as a condensed
boundary, is introduced and tested for validity an accuracy. It is shown that
the model is still accurate and converges as fast as a classical finite element
model.
A representation of uncertainties as probability density functions is then
described and other simplifications of the film model are discussed in order to ease a later analysis. Inclusion of PDF and simplifications in the film
model are both tested using Monte Carlo simulation and it is shown that,
even if simplifications degrade a bit the model’s response to random parameters, the method introduced in the present work is still accurate for some
systems and good enough to understand the phenomenon for others. This
paves the way to a more in depth analysis of uncertainties propagation in
Film/PEM systems.
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0

S Y M B O L S & VA R I A B L E S

Here’s a list of common notations & symbols used in this document. Formula is given only when relevant, for the other cases, please refer to Ref. [2].
0.1

variables

symbol

description

formula

f

Frequency

—

ω

Circular frequency

2πf

us

Displacement of the solid phase

—

uf

Displacement of the fluid phase

—

ut

φuf

Total displacement

+ (1 − φ)us

uw

Relative displacement of the fluid with respect to the solid

ua

Acoustic displacement of the fluid in fluid domains

—

pa

Acoustic pressure in fluid domains

—

pf

Interstitial pressure in PEM domains

—

σf

Stress tensor in the fluid phase

—

σs

Full stress tensor in the solid phase

—

σ̂s

In-vacuo stress tensor

—

esij

Dilatation of the solid phase

εsij

Strains of the solid phase

φ(uf − us )

div(us )


1/2 us + us
i,j
j,i

Table 0.1: Variables used throughout this thesis. The Einstein notation is used for the
strains’ formula.

0.2

fluid properties

symbol

description

c0

Speed of sound in air at 20o C

ρa

Air density at 20o C

formula
343m · s−1
1.204kg · m−3

Table 0.2: Common notations & symbols related to the fluid media.
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2

symbols & variables

0.3

pem properties

symbol

description

formula

ρ11

Effective density (solid phase)

ρs (1 − φ) + ρf φ(α∞ − 1)

ρ22

Effective density (fluid phase)

φρf α∞

ρ12

Effective density correction (to account for tortuosity)

ρeq
˜

Equivalent density (Equivalent Fluid Model)

Kb

Bulk modulus of the PEM

—

Ks

Bulk modulus of the PEM’s solid phase

—

Kf

Bulk modulus of the PEM’s fluid phase

—

-φρf (α∞ − 1)
See (6.1)

K̃eq

Equivalent Bulk Modulus

ρ̃11

Effective density (solid phase) with frequency
correction

ρ11 + b̃/jω

ρ̃22

Effective density (fluid phase) with frequency
correction

ρ22 + b̃/jω

ρ̃12

Tortuosity-corrected effective density with frequency correction

ρ12 + b̃/jω

ρ̃
P, Q, R, N

Homogeneized effective density ({u, p}, cf [5])

R/φ2

ρ̃11 − (ρ̃12 )2/ρ̃22

Parameters from the Biot Theory

See [8]

R̃

Bulk modulus of the fluid occupying a fraction φ
of volume

f(φ, Kb , Ks , Kf )

Q̃

Coupling coefficient between dilatations of the
two phases

f(φ, Kb , Ks , Kf )

γ̃

φ

ρ̃12/ρ̃22

φ

Porosity

Vf

Volume occupied by the fluid

—

Total volume

—

FD viscous damping coefficient

—

HF limit of the tortuosity

—

Vtot
b̃
α∞


− Q̃/R̃

Vf/Vtot

Table 0.3: Common notations & symbols related to the PEM media.
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I N T R O D U C T O R Y M AT T E R

1.1

context

The work presented in this thesis lies at the boundary between numerical
modelling of PoroElastic Materials (PEM) and their characterisation even if
this thesis is only about the simulation itself.
On one hand, we aim at improving techniques to ensure a better modelling of PEM or at creating new ones. The main goal of the field at a very
long term is to enhance the accuracy of simulations for systems involving
PEM, regardless of their other components.
On the other hand, one must consider an important limiting factor: the
characterisation techniques perfomances depend strongly on the type of material & the experimental setup [10, 21]. Notwithstanding a constant improvement in characterisation techniques — involving new rigs, statistical
models, etc. — uncertainties remain and taking them into account in numerical models is of great importance.
Let’s use, as an example, a simple system. In Fig. 1.1, the system presented
is composed of three layers of different materials over a rigid backing.
Such multi-layer (ML) structures are used in vehicles to attenuate noise.
Their best advantage is that they combine the properties of the different
layers.

Film
PEM 2
PEM 1
Backing

Figure 1.1: An example system composed of a film, two porous layers and the rigid
backing.

But, computing the acoustic response of this ML system raise several concerns, among those, one is rarely addressed: how to model realistically the
interfaces?
Several techniques exist to bond together layers of porous materials and
keep them layed out correctly but, stiching, glueing or mechanical constraints impact the properties of the ML system.
Among other issues, those areas can lead to debonding (creating air gaps
at the boundary), pre-stressed layers, etc. . . Assuming the theoretical framework is accurate enough to understand the effects of the bulk zone, the next
step to take is the description of interfaces.
These effects can also be seen on interfaces between a rigid backing and a
PEM. More generally, one can consider a bond between two media as never
perfect and that the techniques used to lay together layers of materials or to
keep the ML system in place create a transition layer that behaves differently
from the bulk material.

3

Assembly
descriptions:
stitching — [1]
glueing — [33, 35]

4

introductory matter

Finally, there’s another tough modelling issue to address: the films often
added on PEM are hard to characterise. Their small thikness (.01mm to
1mm) and their comparatively high flow resistivity raise a number of challenges during the measurements. Even when using the currently available
standards (for example [24] and [23]), the characterisation procedure can
lead to errors. As an example, ISO9053 [23] proposes to use a stack of samples if one is not thick enough, this option may lead to mis-characterisation
and an inexact value for the airflow resistivity σ because of imperfect bondings between layers.
To compensate these issues, two paths are possible :
• Improve the characterisation procedure itself to better match the actual properties. A review of ISO9053 and ISO10534-2 has recently been
started. One can still wonder if a better characterisation is possible
without an substantial increase of the cost of measurement rigs.
• Take inaccuracy into account in the modelling techniques and produce simulated results together with a confidence interval on the corresponding errors.
The first path is not considered in the present work, only the second is
studied. Particularly, the main effort was directed at designing the needed
theoretical tools to succeed in accounting for uncertainties.
1.2

contents

The present work limits the wide field exposed in the previous section to
the modelling of film and thin interfaces. The films over PEMs (as seen in
figure 1.2) can have a strong influence on the system’s performance. Hence,
it’s important to provide a reliable model for films even if (due to their tiny
thickness) they are numerically expensive to model.
This limited study allows to dig in the methods needed to model more
general interfaces while keeping small the number of aspects to examine.
The present work has been carried out while keeping in mind the broader
study but while focusing on a restricted scope.

Figure 1.2: A noticeable difference exist when a film is present (in red) or not (in
blue).

In a first part, the classical modelisation schemes for PEM systems are presented. This part serves as a foundation for the rest of the thesis, introducing
the necessary concepts behind Finite Elements Method (FEM). An introduction to Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) can be found in Appendix A.

1.2 contents

The second part introduces an original way to compute the response of
two areas modeled with FEM and coupled by a generic PEM system. This
so-called mixed method is based on a work from Dazel et al.1 .
Even if the approach is generic and could be applied to numerous ML
systems, the concept and the equations are only derived for a simple 1D
case here, in normal incidence. The justification for this choice is to be found
in chapter 4.
The third and last part of this work is constructed as a feasability study.
As stated previously, a important challenge in the modelling of imperfect
interfaces is to actually add uncertainties in the model itself.
Oriented towards the modelling of films, this last part aims at simplifying
the expression of the interface operators to ease their mathematical analysis.
In the set of tools allowing uncertainties characterisation, two kind may
be distinguished. A first approach is experimental (Monte Carlo Simulation,
Bayesian approaches, etc.) and require a lot of draws to be significant. This
first category is relatively simple to implement and the limiting factor is the
time they take to run.
Another possible approach could rely on a in-depth analysis of the operators at play; once done, it may be possible to relate analytically the probability density functions of the models’ inputs to the ones of the outputs. As
the calculation are far from trivial, this work aim at proposing a simplified
framework, that could be analysed using other methods (Polynomial Chaos,
fuzzy arithmetics, etc.). These calculations are not presented here.
The overall accuracy of the proposed method and its limits are also discussed in the last part. This discussion is built with in mind the importance
of questionning the simplifying approach chosen and of documenting its
potential flaws.

RR
The methods discussed throughout this thesis have been implemented
by Gaborit for testing and learning purpose in an homemade codebase. Although this code is not intended to be used by someone else, it can be made
available upon request.
The presented methods were also implemented and generalized to more
complex systems by Olivier Dazel as components of the PLANES numerical
solver [11] which can be found online at :
https://github.com/Matael/PLANES
1 To be submitted.
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Part I
BASICS : MODELLING TECHNIQUES FOR PEM

This thesis investigates the tools to be used in the modelling of
imperfect & uncertain interfaces. As a good starting point, let’s
lay down a common base of existing methods to model PEMbased systems.
The goal of this first part is to introduce Finite Element techniques applied to PEM-based systems under their classical form.
As a complement, an introduction to Thomson-Haskell (or transfer matrix) method is provided in Appendix A

2

WEAK FORMS AND FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

mathematical conventions
Unless otherwise stated, the z axis is considered normal to the surface in
this work. The vectors are written is bold face and matrices with a capital
letter — also bold most of the time.
2.1

fluid medium

For a fluid domain, the weak form (2.2) can be derived from the Helmholtz
equation (2.1).
∆pa + k2 pa = 0
Z

"

Ω

2.2

(2.1)

The ρa factor in
introduced in the
process for later
reference.

#
Z
1
1
1
a
a
a
a
∇
p
∇
δp
−
p
δp
dΩ
−
∇n pa δpa dS = 0, ∀δpa
i
i
ρa ω2
ρa ω2 ∂Ω
ρa c20
(2.2)
pem: displacement-based formulation

The first approach that one may consider when asked to derive a Finite
Element (FE) formulation for a poroelastic material is to start from the Biot
{us , uf } formulation (1956, see [6]) as stated in equation 2.3.

div σs (us , uf ) = ω2 ρ̃11 us + ω2 ρ̃12 uf = 0
(2.3)
div σf (us , uf ) = ω2 ρ̃22 uf + ω2 ρ̃12 us = 0
From there on, the weak form can be deduced using the classical procedure and finally the system (2.4,2.5) is expressed from 2.3 with δus,f being
the admissible variations of us,f .
Z

h
i
σsij (us , uf )esij (δus ) − ω2 ρ̃11 usi δusi − ω2 ρ12
˜ ufi δusi dΩ
Ω
Z
h
i
σsij (us , uf )nj · δsu i dS = 0,
−
∂Ω
Z h
i
f
s f f
f
2
σij (u , u )eij (δu ) − ω ρ̃22 ufi δufi − ω2 ρ12
˜ usi δufi dΩ
Ω
Z
h
i
−
σfij (us , uf ) · nj · δfu i dS = 0,

(2.4)
∀δus
(2.5)
∀δuf

∂Ω

One could be satisfied with this formulation if the computations needed
to get the global matrix weren’t extremely resources demanding.
According to the book of Allard [2], some authors tried exploring the
weak forms associated to the Biot 1962 [7] formulation (with {uw , us } as
primary variables) but none of the attempts led to reduced computation
time.

9
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weak forms and finite element method

2.3
In the following,
notations from [4, 5]
have been modified
for the sake of clarity
and consistency with
the rest of the text.

pem: mixed {u, p} formulation

The above-mentionned performance issues presided to the development of
a new “mixed” formulation by Atalla et al. [5]. A very similar work has also
been done by Göransson on the same year [17].
The concept behind this mixed formulation is to model the full problem
as a classical fluid-structure interaction problem. Therefore, the solid phase
behaviour is considered through its displacement only (denoted us ) and the
fluid phase using the interstitial pressure pf .
In the scope of Atalla’s formulation, the poroelasticity equations are written as transcribed in (2.6).


div σ̂s (us ) + ω2 ρ̃us + γ̃∇pf = 0
∆pf + ω2 ρ̃R̃22 pf − ω2 ρ̃φ222 γ̃div us = 0

(2.6)

Letting δus and δpf be the admissible variations of the primary fields us
and pf , one can derive the associated weak form as presented in (2.7,2.8).
Z

i
h
σ̂sij (us )εsij (δus ) − ω2 ρ̃usi δusi − γ̃∇i pf δusi dΩ
Ω
Z
h
i
σ̂sij (us ) · nj · δusi dS = 0,
−
∂Ω

Z 
Z
2
2
φ
φ f f
f
f
∇
p
·
∇
δp
−
p
δp
dΩ
−
γ̃∇i δpf · usi dΩ
i
i
2
R̃
Ω ω ρ̃22
Ω


Z
φ2
f
s
∇ p δpf dS = 0,
+
γ̃un −
2 n
ρ̃
ω
22
∂Ω

(2.7)
∀δus
(2.8)
∀δpf

quantities In the previous paragraphs a large number of quantities
were used. Their definitions are detailed in Appendix 0.
2.4

By comparison with
the forms proposed
in [2, 4, 5], the ω2
factor is included in
the elementary
matrices.

assembly process for an air/film/pem system

The goal of this section is not to show the assembly process in all its complexity but just to pinpoint the important aspects of a three-layers system
assembly. It serves as an introduction to the modified assembly presented
later on.
The problem considered is depicted in Fig. 2.1.a), the domain consists of
a two-layers system composed of a film and a PEM placed against a rigid
wall and in contact with a air domain. The fluid domain is excited, on the
other side by an unit, harmonic displacement. The two porous domains
Ωf,p are modelled using Atalla’s formulation and the acoustic domain Ωa
is modelled using (2.4).
As a reminder, from the weak forms presented before — eq. (2.2), (2.7)
& (2.8) — the usual way to go is to discretise of the Ωp,a domains and
rewrite the weak form’s integrals using the Chasles relation. Once this discretization is done, the elementary matrices can be computed according to
each element’s geometry and assembled. The elementary matrices formulas
for the PEMs and air are given in Appendix B. According to the weak forms,
the building blocks for the assembly process of the global matrix are :

2.4 assembly process for an air/film/pem system
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a)
Air

Film

PEM

1
z

Ωa

Ωf

Ωp

La

d

Lp

b)

Displacement Nodes
Pressure Nodes

Figure 2.1: A three layers system to be modelled with FEM. a) Physical representation; b) Sketch for later node-wise coupling explanation.

Ha − Qa

, fluid domain

Hp,f

− Qp,f

, PEM 0 s and film 0 s fluid phase

Kp,f

− Mp,f

, PEM 0 s and film 0 s solid phase

−Cp,f & − Cp,f
2.4.1

T

(2.9)

, PEM 0 s and film 0 s interphase coupling

Inter-media coupling

One of the greatest advantages of the {us , pf } formulation in its 1998 form [5]
is that it allows seamless coupling of PEM domains with fluids ones.
No condition on the first node of solid displacement in the poroelastic
medium has to be applied and continuity of pressure is enforced naturally
by considering one common degree of freedom shared between the two
media. This is illustrated on Fig. (2.1).b) where the node at the left of the
film is shared between air and film domains.
The coupling between two PEMs is also stripped down to its bare minimum in this formulation. As discussed in section C of [5], the poroelasticporoelastic coupling is ensured simply by sharing the last nodes in pressure
and displacement of the first medium with the first nodes of pressure and
displacement of the second medium respectively.
A sketch of an assembled global matrix can be see in Fig. 2.2. The final
system can be expressed in the very general form Ax = b.
2.4.2

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions on the full system can be applied in two different
ways:
• Fixed boundary (Dirichlet condition at a rigid backing for example)
are to be enforced by removing the affected nodes from the system

It is not the case with
the enhanced 2001
version [4].
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pa
S
pf1
S
us1
S
pf2
us2

Figure 2.2: Sketch of a global matrix with 2 elements in each domain. The fluid
phases are lighter, air is in ocre, film in purple and PEM in blue. Coupling matrices are not represented. The corresponding unkown vector is
represented on the right, the index 1 refers to the film and the index 2 to
the PEM, the rows marked S are shared between two materials.

(it’s actually not a degree of freedom anymore). Removing nodes also
implies to remove the corresponding columns and lines from the A
matrix.
• Forced motion (Neumann or Dirichlet condition — depending on the
modelling —- at a plane-wave excited boundary for example) are taken
into account by the altering the b vector at the right hand side. Using
the type of boundary operators written in 2.2, one can easily impose a
unit velocity on the boundary by simply setting the first element of b
to −1 (the − sign comes from normals).
Getting the values of the x vector at a given frequency is not an end
per se. Once the linear system is solved relevant information still has to be
extracted from the solution vector. Three coupled indicators used in this
thesis are presented in Appendix C.
2.5
An introduction to
TMM can be found
in Appendix A.

comparing tmm and fe

As a closure to this second chapter, let’s present how the Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) and FEM comparatively behave on the same problem.
The considered problem is composed of a rigidly backed, 38mm thick
PEM (ID 103, see Table H.1) with a 0.45mm thick film (ID 202) on top of it.
The multilayer (ML) is excited by a plane wave at normal incidence.
The normalised surface impedance is shown in Fig. 2.3 and the result of
the performed convergence analysis in Fig. 2.4.
The idea behind a convergence study is to understand how a method
behave with respect to the modification of its most limiting parameter. In
the case of FE models, the limiting parameter is the number of degrees of
freedom (DOF, number of elements of the x vector prior to the application
of boundary conditions). The convergence curve (such as the one in Fig. 2.4)
shows the evolution of the error made by the method under study compared

2.5 comparing tmm and fe

to a (exact or good enough) reference solution as the number of degrees of
freedom increases.
The slope of the convergence curve is known as the convergence rate and
it allows one to determine how fast the method is able to compute a reliable
solution.

Figure 2.3: Normalised surface impedance. The FE solution (crosses) perfectly
lmatch the TMM result (solid line). The case is discussed in section 2.5.

Once can easily understand that, provided the chosen number of degrees
of freedom is high enough, TMM and FEM are equivalent (at least for simple
problems in normal incidence).
With the increase of the number of DOF, the relative error falls down
to machine precision and thus, one can affirm the method itself is not the
limiting factor anymore.
It’s important to note that in the following, the TMM is considered as the
reference solution. Indeed (and it’s particularly true in 1D), it provides exact
results [14] for this type of problems.
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Figure 2.4: Convergence study for the considered problem at different frequencies
(100, 200, 500, 1kHz). Both the convergences of the real and imaginary
part of Zs are shown, hence the 2 curves per frequency. The case is discussed in section 2.5.

Part II
HYBRID APPROACH

This part is dedicated to the introduction of the hybrid method.
The main goal of the technique is to model a filmed PEM with no
degrees of freedom in the film itself. This technique circumvents
the expensive modelling of thin structures using FE techniques.

3

INTEREST OF A HYBRID METHOD

3.1

context

Prior to the introduction of the proposed method, it may seem necessary
to recall the problem this thesis tries to address and discuss the interests of
such an approach.
Amongst the numerical methods discussed in the litterature able to solve
problems with uncertainties, only few were built for PEM modelling in the
scope of acoustics. When the problem is considered, it’s often to aim at improving the characterisation of the medium, taking into account imperfections of the measurement rig or of the sample (Horoshenkov et al. showed
it could be relevant [21]).
A particularly interesting question to consider would be how to account for
uncertainties at interfaces or through thin layers?.
Several ways are possible to evaluate with a more or less statisfying precision the effect of parametric uncertainties on the acoustic response. The
second chapter of the present part aim at deriving a simplified way of including a thin permeable layer between two FE-modelled areas in a 1D case.
The potential use of this tool will be studied through examples later on.
3.2

why a hybrid approach?

Hybridation, in a broad sense, is all about combining properties of hybridees in the hope of patching their individual flaws; a good example of
this is to be found in hybrid materials [3].
When it comes to numerical methods, three different goals can mainly
justify the development of a hybrid method:
speed or efficiency Improvement on the computing performance on its
own can be achieved through hybridation. One of the examples is to
choose the best method to fit the geometrical properties of the problems [11, 13].
accuracy When classical methods struggle with singularities or failed
to converge to the solution, it can be of interest to deploy a hybrid
method [11, 26]. Such an hybridation can also be used to avoid numerical tricks to model certain types of domains, combining the best of
two methods [15].
fine-tuning or additional properties The last point which would
require a hybridation between methods is when one need certain properties during the resolution. This need is often linked to a will to use
of the hybrid numerical method as a support for other computations
(simplifications, stochastic modelling, etc..).
In the current work, the last point is of great interest since the long-term
goal is to use a simplified representation of a thin layer in order to understand the influence of its uncertainties — potentially stochastic — on its
behaviour.
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4.1

rewriting boundary operators

The problem is limited to a PEM layer (called film) inserted between an fluid
domain and another PEM. Both the surrounding domains are modelled using FE (under {us , pf } formulation).
The goal of this entire section is to build a global formulation for the
entire domain without modelling the film itself as a FE domain (i. e.without
any DOF in the film).
Because it does not impact the conceptual reach of the following development while drastically simplifying the calculations, only normal incidence
is considered. It’s important to realize that such an asssumption also means
the proposed method will not consider any shear wave in the PEM media
(although it would be possible).
Air

PEM

Film

z

d
0


pa
ua
z



d


Ai1



 r
A1

Ai2



 r
A2















usz



 f
p


σ̂zz


 t
uz













Figure 4.1: A film inserted between a PEM and a fluid domain.

In Fig. 4.1, it important to note that the state vectors one both sides are
separated in two sets. The upper one (in the vectors) is the set of fields
available at the nodes of the FE mesh — so-called primary fields, the lower
one is composed of the quantities needed in the boundary operators.
4.1.1 Classical boundary operators
The boundary operators needed to represent the full system are to be extracted from (2.2), (2.7) & (2.8).
Compared to the previously cited equations, only the indices have been
modified. In equations (4.5-4.8), the index p denotes the PEM domain and
the index a the acoustic one.
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Z
1
−
∇n pa δpa dS
ρa ω2 ∂Ωa
Z
i
h
−
σ̂sij (us ) · nj · δusi dS
Z
+
∂Ωp

(4.1)
(4.2)

∂Ωp



γ̃usn


φ2
f
−
∇n p δpf dS
ρ̃22 ω2

(4.3)

A careful examination of these equations reveals potential simplifications
(or at least allow to link the equations with the state vectors proposed on
Fig. 4.1).
apparition of u a
Indeed, using the Euler equation (4.4), (4.1) can be
n
rewritten exhibiting a dependency on ua
n , see (4.5).
1
∇n pa
ρa ω2

(jω)2 ρa ua = −∇pa ⇔ ua
n =

(4.4)

Z
−
∂Ωa

a
ua
n δp dS

(4.5)

apparition of u tn This second one requires to use the equation (26)
from [5] — rewritten here in (4.6) — and the assumption that the whole
porous material has a much lower bulk modulus than the material of its
frame (transcripted as Kb << Ks ). This assumption is reasonable in a large
number of cases [2, 5].


φ Q̃
R̃

([5], eq. 31):
b
= 1−φ− K
Ks

γ̃usn −




φ2
Q̃ s
f
f
s
∇
p
=
(1
−
φ)u
+
φu
−
1
−
φ
−
φ
un
n
ρ̃22 ω2
R̃

(4.6)

Using the assumption on the bulk moduli, the equation (31) from [5], and
ut = (1 − φ)us + φuf one can simplify (4.6) into (4.7).

−

γ̃usn


φ2
f
∇n p = (1 − φ)uf + φus −
−
{z
}
|
ρ̃22 ω2
|
≡ut
n

Kb s
u
K n
{zs }

(4.7)

→0 ∵ Ks >>Kb

Therefore, by substitution of (4.7) in (4.3), the boundary operator is rewritten to exhibit a dependency on utn , see (4.8).
Z
−
utn δpf dS
(4.8)
∂Ωp

As a reminder, the pre-processed boundary operators are now in equations (4.2), (4.5) & (4.8).
4.1.2

Boundary conditions

Air/Film interface (z = 0)
At z = 0 the system exhibits 2 fields on the left and 4 on the right, thus
requiring 3 boundary conditions.

4.1 rewriting boundary operators

σ̃ˆ zz

0
ũtn 0
p̃f 0

(4.9)

=0
=
=

ua
n 0
pa 0

(4.10)
(4.11)

Film/PEM interface (z = d)
At z = d, 4 conditions are needed to match the 4 fields on the right with the
4 on the left.
ũsn
p̃

d

f

d
ũtn d

σ̃ˆ zz

d

= usn
=p
=

(4.12)

d

f

(4.13)

d
utn d

= σ̂zz

(4.14)
(4.15)

d

4.1.3 Helpers: fields in the film
In order to match both set of fields, the idea of the method is to rewrite the
terms present in the boundary operators (namely σ̂sij (us ), utn and ua
n ) as a
s
f
a
function of the quantities available at nodes (u , p and p ). To do so, one
can choose to use the vector of amplitudes of the waves inside the film as a
pivot. As a first step, the fields in the film have to be rewritten.
The choice of the formulation used to model the film is indifferent, therefore Dazel’s {us , ut } was chosen because it makes the needed quantities
directly accessible.
Taking an a priori assumption of the form of us , one can re-express all
fields using the relations from [12] — equations (4.17-4.20). Because of normal incidence and 1D assumption, e is defined as presented in (4.16) and
P̂ = 2N + Â.
e = εszz =

∂ũsz
∂z

(4.16)

ũsz =Ai1 e−jδ1 z + Ar1 e+jδ1 z + Ai2 e−jδ2 z + Ar2 e+jδ2 z
ũtz

=µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z
∂ũsz

σ̃ˆ zz =P̂

∂z

+ µ1 Ar1 e+jδ1 z

+ µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z

(4.17)

+ µ2 Ar2 e+jδ2 z

(4.18)




= −jP̂δ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z − Ar1 e+jδ1 z − jP̂δ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z − Ar2 e+jδ2 z
(4.19)

f

p̃ = − Keq ∇ · ũ

t

∂utz
∂z 



f
p̃ = + jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z − Ar1 e+jδ1 z + jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z − Ar2 e+jδ2 z
= − Keq

(4.20)
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4.1.4

Deducing the jump matrix

Prior to digging in the maths of the inversion itself, let’s first formalise the
method. As said before, the main idea is to express terms used in boundary
operators as functions of fields available at nodes of the FE mesh.
The term between the two sets of variable is cristallised under the name
S here. The very core of the method can be written in a formal way, as
presented in (4.21).




a
a








p 0 
 uz 0 
s
=
S
(4.21)
u
σ̂
zz d 
z d






 pf 
 ut 
z
| {zd }
| {zd }
UL

UR

This S matrix may be the center of the method, the maths to deduce it are
still quite inelegant and to keep the thesis clear, it was decided to put it all
in Appendix D.
Two tasks has to be carried out in order to express this matrix. The first
one consist in expressing both UL and UR as functions of the amplitudes in
the film vector A. This task will lead to matrices PA/L and PeA/R as defined
in (4.22).


0
= PeA/R A
(4.22)
UL = PA/L A
,
UL
The reason why the UR is extended comes from the fact it will be necessary to invert PeA/R later on in order to get PR/A as proposed in (4.23),
hence requiring a square matrix.
A = PR/A UR

(4.23)

This way, one can combine (4.23) and the first equation of (4.22) and understand S = PA/L PR/A .
The details to pass from the fields expressions and the boundary conditions to both the matrices PA/L and PeA/R are to be found in section D.1 of
Appendix D ; the final expressions of the matrices are displayed in (D.15)
and (D.20).
Inversion of PeA/R can be done in two different ways.
The first one, analytical, is exposed in D.1.1; it leads to analytical expressions particularly useful if one aims at introducing assumptions later on.
The second one, numerical, is easier to implement (less error prone) and
allows for fast adaptation to non-normal incidence problems. The potential
assumptions could be hard to test on it though, or at least not directly in
the PA/L & PA/R . For this second inversion the process is extremely simple:
PeA/R is square and invertible (that’s why the matrix was “extended” with
the equation on σ̃ˆ zz ). One can finally call PR/A the inverted matrix without
its first column (since the first element of the extended vector is null).
4.2

assembly process with the modified operator

Now the S jump matrix has been deduced, it has to be introduced in the FE
linear system.

4.3 model validation
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of a global matrix with 2 elements in each domain. The fluid
phases are lighter, air is in ocre and PEM in blue. Interphase coupling
matrices are represented in light green. The jump coupling terms are
written in red. The indices are the same as in Fig.2.2, comparing the two
figure, one notes that any film-related DOFs have been removed and no
node shared between acoustic and PEM domains exist.

Let’s first recall the system under study, the panel is composed of a rigidly
backed porous material with a relatively thin film at the interface with air.
Both air and PEM are modelled using classical quadratic 1D FE. The system
is inpinged by a plane wave at normal incidence.
Once again, even if normal incidence excitation is not a realistic excitation,
it’s good enough to see how the model behaves.
The first operation to perform on the problem’s equations is to separate
the boundary integrals as a part on the limit of the overall domain {Ωa +
Ωf + Ωp } (not considered here) and another part at the interfaces between
media.
The second conceptual operation is to condensate the film as an interface
instead of a additional media. The deduced jump matrix S is used as the
transition matrix between both media and has to be inserted as a coupling
block in the FE linear system. The condensed boundary in denoted Γ̃ .
The boundary integral operators (4.2), (4.5) & (4.8) can be rewritten once
again, to make the modified assembly process clearer :
(4.5) ⇒ S11 pa
(4.2) ⇒
(4.8) ⇒

Γ̃

+ S12 usn

Γ̃

S21 p Γ̃ + S22 usn Γ̃
S31 pa Γ̃ + S32 usn Γ̃
a

+ S13 pf

Γ̃

(4.24)

+ S23 p

f
Γ̃

(4.25)

+ S33 p

f
Γ̃

(4.26)

These terms now have to be added in the global system, their positions
are shown on Fig. 4.2 with 2-elements meshes in both domains.
4.3

model validation

Prior to testing the proposed method against more complex systems, it
seems relevant to assess that it performs correctly on a simple problem.
A first a two layers medium — where both the layers are made of the same
material — is considered. An analytical solution exist for such a system (to

Atalla’s 1998
{us , pf }
formulation is used
for the PEM [5].
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derive it, the two layers are to be considered as one single slab) and it’s
therefore possible to test the consistency of the approach.
The impedance is computed for different materials (ID 1, 103 & 204, see
Table H.1), and a thickness of 0.5mm. The results is shown on Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Normalised surface impedance of a 2 layers ML system computed using
the proposed hybrid method. The material is the same for both layers, in
orange material 103, in light blue material 1 and in dark blue material 204.
The hybrid solution corresponds to the crosses, the analytical reference is
in solid line.

The hybrid method looks quite accurate on this figure and one may wonder if the convergence is impacted by the modification of the method or
not.
The Fig. 4.4 shows convergence curves for different materials (color codes
are the same as on the previous figure), and different thicknesses. One may
first notice that in all the cases, the method converges down to machine
precision as the number of DOF increases.
Another important remark is to be made about the curves for 1mm thickness (marked with crosses). For two materials, the convergence for 1mm
thickness is extremely similar to the curves for the other thicknesses. For
the last material though (ID 103), a change in the slope is to be observed
between 0.5mm and 1mm.
Finally one can see that the average slope is comparable to the one of a
classical full-FE model (to be compared with Fig. 2.4), which means that this
method is numerically as fast to converge down to a solution as the clasical
FE.
4.4

performance with respect to film parameters

A second type of test to be performed is to check for the behaviour of the
hybrid method with different types of films and of PEM backing. The chosen approach here is to setup tests for different couples of materials from

4.4 performance with respect to film parameters
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Figure 4.4: Convergence curves assiociated with the section 4.3. The different curves
of each color are associated with different thickness of the jumped material, only the curve for a large (10mm) thickness is marked with crosses.

Table H.1 and observe how the jump-based model behaves. Instead of using
the typical thickness as found in the table, it was decided to test systems
with increasing thickness of the film. In those studies, the system has the
geometrical features presented in Fig. 2.1 with Lp = 38 · 10−3 m and the frequency chosen for the convergence analysis is f = 500Hz (unless otherwise
stated).
The first study case is shown on Fig. E.1 for its normalised impedance
curve and on Fig. E.2 for the associated convergence curves.
On this first case, the system is composed of a woven fabric (ID 201) layed
on a foam (ID 1). On Fig. E.1 the accordance between the reference solution
and the hybrid method is good and this consideration is enforced by the
convergence study proposed on E.2. Indeed, the slope is still the same as
the one of a classical full-FE model and the method converges down to
machine precision.
For this case at least, the method is accurate and allows to model correctly
the system.
The second study case is shown on Fig. E.3 for its normalised impedance
curve and on Fig. E.4 for the associated convergence study.
Even if the impedance curves seem fitted together on Fig. E.4, one can
observe the convergence study on Fig. E.4 and notice a stagnation for the
10mm thick film. The slope is, once again, conserved, but the convergence
for thick films seems bounded.
This may prefigure a limit of the method and it will be discussed again in
the next chapter.

The chosen
thicknesses were :
0.1mm, 0.5mm,
1mm, 10mm.
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LIMITING CASE AND POTENTIAL ACCURACY ISSUES

This chapter focuses on an aspect often overlooked: characterising the limits
of the proposed method. The underlying motivation to write such a chapter
is quite obvious, the approach developped throughout this thesis is to be
used as a framework for uncertainties modelling. Understanding the limits of the model and their origin will allow one to better understand the
investigations it will be suited for and those for which it’s unqualified.
At the end of the previous part (and particularly on the second test case,
see Fig. E.4), a limit started to kick in. Particularly, when observing the
previously cited figure, one may note the slight stagnation after 40 DOF.
This issue is even clearer when using the material 203 as discussed in this
section. This material was taken from the book of Allard [2] and corresponds
to a stiff and highly resistive screen created by a gluing process for example.
Let’s consider the base systems used previously and lay the screen (ID
203) over two different PEM (ID 0 & 1), so the results are comparables with
the ones proposed before.
The figures are Figs. E.5 & E.6 for a PEM with ID 0 and Figs. E.7 & E.8 for
a PEM with ID 1.
What is to be seen on these figures is that, even if the hybrid method behaves well with relatively thin films, the convergence is bounded for thicker
ones. This effect is extremely clear (on both on the impedance curve and the
convergence study) for highly resistive layers (such as ID 203), though it can
also be spotted in less resistive materials (see Figs. E.2 & E.4).
Several things may explain the observed behaviour. This limiting case
seem to appear when the simple transfer of boundary conditions from one
side to the other does not reflect the physical reality. Comparing Fig. 5.1
where the analysis frequency for the convergence study is set to f = 500Hz
(as stated previously) and Fig. 5.2 in which the frequency is f = 1000Hz, the
stagnation issue encountered before seems to be frequency dependent. This
gives a clue to investigate further on this.
In this comparison, it’s to be noted how the smaller thicknesses now also
exhibits this stagnation level. This phenomenon tends to confirm a relation
between the wavelength and the film’s thickness. This still has to be investigated.
As a final word, it’s really important to understand that, even if a stagnation is observed, the proposed method still accurately models the system’s
behaviour (error in the 10−10 range and good fit between the curves).
The huge advantage of modelling a film without any additional DOF is
promising and even if a stagnation obviously exist, it doesn’t balance out
the potential improvements to be found when removing DOFs.
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It is described as
rigid framed material
in the book.

In this chapter, the
d = 0.5mm curve
as been replaced by a
d = 5mm to ease
the comprehension of
the effect of interest.
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Figure 5.1: Convergence study associated to Fig. E.5. The method converges down
to machine precision for thin jumped-layers but a stagnation is observed
as the thickness increases.

Figure 5.2: Convergence study at f = 1000Hz for a system with the screen (ID 203)
layed on a foam (ID 0). To be compared to Fig. E.6

Part III
L I M I TAT I O N S , A C C U R A C Y & A TA L E O N
RANDOMNESS

This last part is presented and organised as a springboard to
stochastic modelling of thin interfaces. Model simplifications are
introduced and analysed first, then stochastic methods (and particularly MCS) are discussed and finally the variability of the
model in studied in a probablistic scope.

6

M O D E L S I M P L I F I C AT I O N S

One of the last goals of the project is to propose a simplified version of the
model that could be more easily understood and analysed.
6.1

framework & paths of simplification

Apart for the derivation of the simplified model itself, several tasks must be
performed. As a validation process a comparison between simplified and
full models must be carried out, as well as a study of the influence of the
simplifications on parameters’ dispersion.
One must keep in mind, throughout this chapter and the two next that
the main point in simplifying the model is not a reduced computing time or
an improved accuracy but an easier analytical analysis.
This document does not present such an analysis which is still to be done.
Instead, it aims at providing tools and a global ground on top of which this
kind of analysis could be built.
It must be clearly understood that the simplifications are based on physical considerations. Two main paths were identified and explored.
The first one makes use of the tiny thickness of common films. It is quite
common for films to exhibit a thickness smaller than or equal to 1mm. According to the information gathered in [2, 25], the properties of films can
vary a lot (depending for example on the type of fabric, woven or not, etc.)
but the thickness is comprised between 0.1mm and 1mm in a majority of
cases.
Considering the propagation is modelled using exponentials through the
film’s thickness, the first path to approximation is to examine cases where
κd << 1. This leads to a possible expansion of the exponential function in
Taylor series.

κ represents a wave
number associated
with one of the waves
propagating through
the considered layer.

The second path relies on another widely observed property of films. An
important subset is refered to as resistive film or resistive screen, partly because of their high airflow resistivity. This intrisic property leads to a pressure drop between both sides of the film.
This second simplification process relies on the assumption is σ is large
and that other quantities (such as wave numbers and amplitude ratios) can
also be simplified.
6.1.1

A thin film: expansion of exponentials

As said before, this first assumption (κd << 1) allows to rewrite the different
exponentials and other trigonometric functions from the equations in term
of MacLaurin expansions.
The corresponding expressions are given for reference in Table 6.1.
6.1.2

Highly resistive films

This second approximation requires a bit more maths and the main effect to
be seen will impact ρ̃eq .
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Taylor expansion
around 0 is known
as MacLaurin
expansion.
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expansions
function

O(1)

O(2)

exp

1

1+x

cos

1

1−

sin

x

x−

tan

x

x2
2!
x3
3!

x3
3

Table 6.1: MacLaurin expansions of first and second order for common trigonometric
functions.

6.1.2.1 Simplification of the equivalent density
Starting from ρ̃eq expression (6.1) and substituting the needed parameters (6.2), one gets (6.3)


ω0
ρ0 α∞
1+
ρ̃eq =
F(ω)
(6.1)
φ
jω
σφ
ρ0 α∞
(σφΛ 0 )2
ω∞ =
4µ0 α2∞
r
ω
F(ω) = 1 + j
ω∞
ω0 =

ρ̃eq

s
"
#
ρ0 α∞
σφ 1
4µ0 α2∞
=
1+
1 + jω
φ
ρ0 α∞ jω
(σφΛ 0 )2

(6.2)

(6.3)

Considering 1/σ2 << 1 terms can be taken away from (6.3), the expression
is reduced to (6.4).


ρ̃eq =

ρ0 α∞ 
σφ 1
1+
φ
ρ0 α∞ jω

s




2

ρ α∞ 
4µ α
1 − j σφ 
1 + jω 00∞2  ⇔ ρ̃eq ≈ 0


φ
ωρ0 α∞ 
 (σφΛ )
| {z
}
∝σ⇒>>1

(6.4)
From (6.4), one can already spot a high frequency limit to the simplification, as the removed term is actually proportional to σ/ω and given the
other terms at the denominator are often higher than 1, there could exist
values of (ω, σ) for which the formulated assumption doesn’t hold.
Finally:
ρ
α
σS
φ
σ
∞
ρ̃eq ≈ −j 0
=


φ
ω
ρ
α
jω
0 ∞
S
6.1.2.2

(6.5)

Effects on wave numbers

As done in the whole thesis, Dazel’s {us , ut } formalism [12] is used here
and therefore, the corresponding equation for the wavenumbers is recalled
in (6.6) — completed with (6.7).

6.2 model validity

δ2i =
δ2eq = ω2

(δ2s2 + δ2eq ) ±

q
(δ2s2 + δeq )2 − 4δ2eq δs1

(6.6)

2

ρ̃eq
K̃eq

δ2s1 = ω2

;

ρs − γ2 ρ̃eq
P̂

;

δ2s2 = ω2

ρs
P̂

(6.7)

Introducing (6.5) inside the terms of the equation (6.7), one gets (6.8)
which can be finally substituted in (6.6) to get the simplified version (6.9).

δ2eq

σω2
=
jωK̃eq

δ2i =

ω2 ρs
P̂

+

;

δ2s1

σω2
jωK̃eq

ω2
=
P̂

± ω2

r



γ2 σ
ρs −
jω

ρs
P̂

−

σ
jωK̃eq

2

;

+

δ2s2 =

ρs ω2
P̂



2

1
K̃eq P̂

2γσ
jω

2

(6.8)

(6.9)

While observing carefully (6.9), one may notice one last simplification can
be performed. Both terms under the square-root exhibit a part proportional
to σ2 but whereas the first one receive an addition, the second is divided by
P̂ which is often large. Here, one could write :


ρs
σ
−
jωK̃eq
P̂

2
>>

1
K̃eq P̂



2γσ
jω

2

The previous ansatz can also be verified (which still does not consitute a
proof) by plotting both terms for different PEM and different frequencies.
Taking into account this last consideration, one can finally write (6.10)
that is (even if aggressively approximated) way simpler than the previous
one — the wavenumbers are extracted in (6.11).
δ2i


 2

ω ρs
1 ω2 ρs
σω2
σω2
+
±
−
=
2
jωK̃eq
jωK̃eq
P̂
P̂

 δ2 = ω2 ρs
1
P̂
 δ2 = ω2 σ
2

6.2

(6.10)

(6.11)

jωK̃eq

model validity

The validity of the different approaches is tested by plotting the absoprtion
coefficient of a PEM (ID 0) here with a film on it under different assumptions.
PLANES [11] is used as a reference. The different tested assumptions are :
κd << 1 First order expansion of exponentials (yellow).
eq.(6.9) Simplification based on film resistivity (without the last step, in
light blue).
σ large Simplification based on film resistivity (with the last step, in medium
blue).
κd << 1 & σ large Simplification based on film resistivity (with the last
step) and expansion of exponentials (in dark blue).
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Two different films (ID 201 & 202) are tested here (from [25]), but in both
case the backing PEM is a foam (ID 0). The thickness of the film is chosen
to be d = 0.45mm which is exactly an average between the typical thickness
of both films. The TMM (see Appendix A) is used to compute the tests.
On the first test with a woven film (ID 201) displayed in Fig. 6.1, it’s
clear that only assumptions on the thickness is allow to stick correctly to
the reference curve. As long as a simplification is made on σ, the curves
separate and the HF absorption is augmented.
On the second test case, with a non-woven film (ID 202) as displayed on
Fig. 6.2, all the curves are close together, no matter which assumption is
made. The only important difference to note concerns the Biot resonance
just before 500Hz which is completely absent from the simplified curves.
This two really different behaviours obviously come from the parameters
of the films. Observing Table H.1 one can see the woven fabric (ID 201) is a
stiff, heavy and really low-porosity material. It seems (as previously stated)
that some materials may allow heavy simplifications and other not.
This last remark paves the way to two follow-up works (to be carried out):
• identify the parameter range in which simplifications are reasonable.
• design a classification process to determine if a film may or may not
be suited for certain assumptions.

6.2 model validity

Figure 6.1: Absorption coefficient for a Film/PEM system with and without assumptions. The film is made of material ID 201. The yellow curve is the exact
reference.

Figure 6.2: Absorption coefficient for a Film/PEM system with and without assumptions. The film is made of material ID 202. The yellow curve is the exact
reference.
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7

MCS IN A NUTSHELL

When it comes to stochastic modelling, things can quickly get complicated.
As an introduction to the next chapter (which will actually implement the
concepts discussed here), the present one will introduce Monte Carlo methods and their possible applications. If one is not familiar with probabilities
and stochastic processes, a short introduction can be found in Appendix F.
7.1

introducing the mcs

As a reference, MCS is named after the Monte-Carlo casinos and their gambling games and is attributed to Nicholas Metropolis and Stanislaw Ulam[31].
It was developped at the end of the second World War, during the development of the atomic bomb.
Among the very wide range of probabilistic methods to model random
systems, Monte-Carlo Simulation is none. To make things clear, Monte-Carlo
Simulation (MCS) is not a method to evaluate the outcome of a random system. MCS is a method that, given a hard-to-model deterministic system, uses
random processes as input and evaluate the system’s deterministic response.
The main idea behind MCS is that, given a number of random samples
large enough fed to a deterministic system, the relation between statistical
behaviours of the input and output will follow the system inner laws.
The most used example for MCS is the determination of the value of π.
Provided π, the “system” here, is purely deterministic and it exists a known
test model which makes use of it — in this case a disc with unit radius
drawn on the ground included in a unit side square for which the ratio of
areas is ρ = π. It’s possible to determine π by randomly throwing equally
sized tiny objects in the square, then count the number of “samples” in
the circle and the total number of samples. The ratio of the two quantities
should be equal to the ratio of the areas and, by extend, to π.
Behind this really simple experiment and, there’s another important assumption: the random sampling used must be uniform . This is easily understood: if the random sampling tends to shoot samples more in the middle
of the square the π estimate will not be correct. The estimator (ρ here) is then
said to be biased.
In the next chapter, a MCS-based method is used to determine the model
variability. This method is not the only one, and may not be the best suited
(interval arithmetics could do it too for example), but it is by far the simplest
one.
7.2

improving the mcs

For more complex cases, another class of methods exist in which the probablity distributions are used as stationary distributions of a Markov Chain.
They have been developped under the name MCMC — Markov Chain
Monte Carlo. One implementation of these methods is known as the MetropolisHastings algorithm [18, 30].
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Metropolis et al.
proposed the first
version of the
algorithm in a
particular case,
Hastings generalised
it.

8

S I M P L I F I E D M O D E L VA R I A B I L I T Y

8.1

a simple analysis

This last chapter is about model variability. The main idea here is to consider
some of the parameters (σ here) as a random variable.
The tests were run on a system composed of a 38mm thick PEM rigidly
backed with a film (either 201 or 202). The test was run for different film
thicknesses (0.1mm, 0.5mm and 1.00mm) and different approximations (exact and second order MacLaurin expansion for the exponentials; exact and
σ large for σ).
The stochastic analysis ran for a 5% dispersion of σ around its mean value.
In the following, the quantity of interest is the difference between a grand
reference and an approximated solution. The grand reference is a non approximated, non stochastic solution for the surface impedance. This difference is
called shift in until the end of this chapter.
On Fig. G.2 & G.4, the standard deviation of the shift as a function of
frequency is shown. The corresponding surface impedance curves are presented on Fig. G.1 & G.3.
The first remark to be made is that the dispersion is not constant with
respect to frequency. On these curves, it’s easily spotted that the approximations made on the exponentials aren’t playing an important role in the
dispersion of the model’s output.
The effect of the type of film on the precision loss (discussed is section 6.2)
seems to play a role once again. The woven material (ID 201) which had, on
Fig. 6.1, the biggest precision lost is once again far from the “reference”
curve (yellow) on Fig. G.2 whereas the other film (ID 202) has all his curves
grouped (except at the 150Hz-drop).
Comparing the standard deviation plots G.2 & G.4 with their surface
impedance counterparts Fig. G.1 & G.3, one may notice an well-known effect of assumptions in physics. The main degrouping of curves — even for
the most stable material, and even if at low frequencies the fit is pretty good
— happens on both curves near the resonance (at 150Hz).
On the curves presented here, the normalised surface impedance is rendered correctly, even with simplified models but what the analysis of standard deviation says is that the points where a strong effect takes place will
be extremely sensitive to variations.
8.2

paths to improvement

Several points can be improved on the analysis performed here. The first one
is about the speed : this analysis was implemeted in a really short time and
the simulation code wasn’t tuned for it. This leads to a really slow stochastic
analysis (even in a distributed computating scenario). The first improvement
to aim for must be an improvement on the simulation run time.
Another important point in this analysis is that it started as a test and
grew finally into a major contribution of this work. This unplanned growth
led to some mistakes in the dataset creation. A lot of time was lost here and
a real analysis planning should definitely be implemented.
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simplified model variability

The last point is that the overall stochastic study has been designed for
small uncertainties and that it was hard to make the flaws stand out. At the
end of the day everything would have been easier and faster with higher
input’s standard deviation from the beginning.

9

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Films and screens have a strong effect on the performance of PEM based systems. Taking into account uncertainties and imperfections of these thin layers seems promising but simulating them numerically in complex systems is
always a challenge. This study was about analysing the existing models for
PEM and figure out a way to include uncertainties in one of them.Amongst
the different possibilities to take imperfections into account, the chosen one
is based on FE formulation. The main task carried out to adapt it consisted
in rewriting the film layer as an interface operator between FE domains
besides.
To achieve such a rewriting two steps were completed: first, the FE formulation’s boundary operators were rewritten as functions of quantities
available at nodes of the mesh. This ended with the definition of a matrix,
dependent on film’s and wave’s properties, to bind both sets of quantities.
In a second step the jump matrix itself, needed in the new formulation,
was derived for thin porous layers — analytically and numerically. Both
those derivations have an interest: the numerical one allow for fast implementation of the proposed method and the analytical one paves the way to a
mathematical analysis of uncertainties propagation. It has been shown that,
notwithstanding a stagnation of the convergence, the proposed method is
accurate while not requiring added DOF in the film. The stagnation has to
be investigated.
To push the idea one step further, simplification of the film model was
discussed. Different simplifications have been proposed and their effect on
the modelling of simple systems was studied. These simplifications led to
drastic reduction of wavenumbers’ expressions.
Having identified the flaws induced by the rewritting of the expressions
but considering the simplicity of derived equations, it was decided to study
further the response of simplifications to a variation of input parameters. To
do so, MCS was introduced and used to replace a constant parameter of interest (flow resistivity) by a PDF. It was shown that, in the considered range
of variation of this particular parameter, the aggressively simplifed model
behaves similarly with and without variations. The maximum mismatch between the two cases occured near major features of the surface impedance
(resonances, etc.). More investigations of these points has to be carried out.
Finally this project showed a path to uncertainties modelling was to be
found in the development of simplified models and in the use of stochastic
methods. Apart from the ideas discussed here, other methods relying of
interval calculus or on fuzzy mathematics may be suitable and even if no
use of it was made in this work , it could be worth a try. At the end of the day,
one may also consider extending the variability study to other parameters
(such as thickness or porosity) in order to identify the most influent one.
This internship was extremely instructive for many human- and sciencerelated reasons but particularly because it required a wide range of tools
and challenged my ability to conceptualise methods and systems. It was
obviously a great learning experience and gave me the opportunity to mess
around with MCS and other stochastic tools (hence improving a lot my low
skills on this point).
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Part IV
APPENDIX

A

T R A N S F E R M AT R I X M E T H O D

The so-called Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) is a widely used method to
compute transmission/reflection response of (potentially multi-layer) planar systems. Thanks to its really general approach, the Thomson-Haskell
method (TMM’s formal name) is used in a large number of fields.
Built upon a set of assumptions concerning the system geometry, the
TMM allows fast computation of the reflection and transmission coefficients
of a (multi-)layer system.
a.1

concepts & scope

In this analysis, only isotropic layers are accounted for. The method itself
relies on a set of assumptions, which, in the present case are:
• plane layers (thus plane system);
• laterally infinite system;
• plane wave excitation (here airborne);
• invariant layer properties by rotation around the z axis.
The TMM is said to be a global method because it aims at representing the
full system at once, linking directly the fields on one side to the fields on
the other (see Fig. A.1 for an example).
The formalism of the method is to represent the system via an expression
like:
(A.1)

v1 (z1 ) = M v2 (z2 )

The vector v is the state vector, containing the needed quantities to describe the fields. This vector is layer-dependant and all the challenge of the
TMM is to match together the state vectors on both sides of each interface.
The continuity conditions at each interface are considered known as well
as the boundary conditions at the end of the ML.

ξ+
1

ξ+
2

ξ−
1

ξ−
2

z

Medium 1

Medium 2
z1

z2

Figure A.1: A generic system. The goal is to write the relation between the fields in
z1 and the ones in z2 .
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transfer matrix method

In the present thesis, the full derivations are not be presented: only a
simple example is shown, then the generalisation process is described and
references to the full derivation are given.
To palliate the potential flaws of the method, several reformulations have
been published through the years (be it to take into account finite-size panels, improve the numerical efficiency, etc...).
The first section will present with reasonable detail the classical approach,
the second one will introduced a method proposed by Dazel et al. [14] that
patches the flaws on exponentially growing terms.
a.2
a.2.1

classical approach
One Layer

Let’s consider, as an introduction, only one layer (fluid for the sake of simplicity) and derive one transfer matrix from scratch.
h

θ
z

z1 = −h

z2 = 0

Figure A.2: Fluid layer impinged by applane wave with an angle θ. The wave vector
in the z direction is kz = k2 − k2 sin2 θ.
The k vector and its
norm k are related to
the acoustical
wavenumber 2πf/Γ ,
where Γ is the wave
speed in the medium.

One can write the fields in the layer as shown in equation (A.2).


p(z) = A1 e−jkz z + A2 ejkz z


kz
vz (z) = ωρ
A1 e−jkz z − A2 ejkz z

(A.2)

Considering a local origin of axis at the right boundary of the layer, one
will have on both sides respectively:


p(−h) = A1 e+jkz h + A2 e−jkz h


kz
A1 e+jkz h − A2 e−jkz h
vz (−h) = ωρ

p(0) = A1 + A2
vz (0) =

kz
ωρ

[A1 − A2 ]

(A.3)

(A.4)

From the fields at the right interface described in (A.4), one gets:

A1 = p(0) − A2
ρω
1
A2 = − ρω
kz v(0) + A1 = − 2kz v(0) + 2 p(0)

(A.5)

Replacing (A.5) in (A.3) the system in (A.6) where T called the transfer
matrix of the layer is obtained.

A.2 classical approach




p(−h)

v(−h)
| {z }

"
=
|

cos(kz h)

j ρω
kz sin(kz h)

kz
j ρω
sin(kz h)

cos(kz h)

v(z1 )

{z

#
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p(0)

(A.6)

v(0)
} | {z }
v(z2 )

T

This approach can be transposed to any kind of layer using the same
procedure (with amplitudes inside the layer used as pivot to get the transfer
matrix).
a.2.2

Stacking layers

The main goal of the TMM is to allow accurate simulation of multi-layer
systems. Computing the response of the full ML system requires to build a
global transfer matrix from one side of the ML to the other.

z
z1

zc

v1 (z1 ) = T1 v1 (zc )

zc

z2

v2 (zc ) = T2 v2 (z2 )

z
z1

zc

z2

v1 (z1 ) = T1 I12 T2 v1 (z2 )

v1 (zc ) = I12 v2 (zc )
Figure A.3: For layers with the same physical model, computing the global matrix
is easy: except for some models of porous materials, I12 is the identity
matrix of the right size.

The case where the layers have different physical models with state vectors of different length is more tricky. The interface matrix Iab is not square
anymore and it’s needed to separate the forward and the backward propagations (using matrices Iab and Jab respectively).
The construction of the global matrix can be deduced from the matrical
equations for two layers. Given the very first layer, supporting the incident
wave, is a fluid layer, let’s index the related quantities with a f. It comes (A.7)
— please refer to Fig. A.4 to figure out what the indices refer to.

If1 vf (M0 ) + Jf1 T1 v1 (M2 ) = 0
I(n)(n+1) vn (M2n ) + J(n)(n+1) T(n+1) v(n+1) (M2(n+1) ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , N − 1
(A.7)
One can easily understand that the matrix generated by the system in (A.7)
is generally rectangular and its necessary to impose boundary conditions so
it becomes invertible. At the left of the ML system, at the boundary between
the fluid layer and the first layer of the ML one must impose an “impedance”
condition relating pressure and velocity. On the other side, one must impose
the type of termination through a given number of impedance equations
(between 1 for a fluid and 3 for a PEM as the last layer).
Details about the T, Inm , Jnm matrices as well as the impedance conditions
on both sides and for the different types of layers can be found in [2, 9] and
will not be transcribed here.

The notations used in
this section mimick
the ones of [2, 9].
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M0

M2

M4

M1

k

M2n

M3

M2n−1

θ

k
(f)

(1)

z0

(2)

z1

(N)

z2

zn−1

zn

Figure A.4: Multilayer domain excited by a plane wave.

a.2.3

Potential Instability

The TMM suffers one critical flaw when implemented. Indeed, under certain
conditions on frequency and/or layer thickness and because of the finite
precision in the representation of numbers in computers, the method may
diverge.
This flaw is hard to patch because it is not related to the method itself
(which is as precise as the models used to represent the physical phenomena) but to the hardware on which it’s running.
Modern computers represent floating points number using the IEEE 754
norm [22] which focuses on keeping the relative error on representation more
or less constant over the all representable range. This seems like a good idea
but it also mean that if a small error exist at the input of one layer, it will be
transfered and exponentially amplified through the layer.
The exponential amplification of error grows faster than the precisionshift induced by the floating point representation and the quantity changes
in a noticeable way that cannot be leveled out by the norm.
Therefore, there was a need to patch this flaw. An proposed method by
Dazel et al. proposes to transfer an Information Vector through the layers in
a way that allows exponentials to be reseted at each new layer [14], while
also limiting the length of the vector to be transmitted.
a.3

information vector method

In this second method, one will first consider the conditions at the end of
each layer, thus expressing the coupling between the different fields. The
number of needed parameters to be transmitted once the reexpression of
the coupling conditions is done, is equal to 2m, m being the number of
waves travelling through the layer (one component for each propagation
direction). This set of needed quantities allow the reconstruction of the fields
(and thus the application of the coupling conditions). In the following, this
vector of needed quantities is called the Information Vector (IV).
One can use the different amplitudes of the propagating component as the
IV, this vector might be of smaller length than the corresponding state vector.
This consideration helps reducing the potential instability (by reducing the
number of potentially diverging components).

z

A.4 indicators extraction

The rest of the mehod relies on the expression of a global matrix representing the system. For this task, each layer is considered in the scope of the
so-called Stroh Formalism and one can express the propagation using a 1D
partial differential equation. Using the notations from Fig. A.4, the equation
for a layer i is as presented in (A.8).
∂wi (z)
= −Li wi (z),
zi−1 < z < zi
(A.8)
∂z
Using this formalism, one can get the transfer matrix through the layer
using :

,

wi (M2i−1 ) = Mi wi (M2i )



Mi = exp − Li (zi − zi−1 )

(A.9)

Dazel proposes to compute the previously presented method on IV instead of State Vectors and a decomposition of Li to ease its exponentiation.


Li = φ−1
exp(λi di ) φi
i

(A.10)

In (A.10), λi is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues associated to Li and φi
is the matrix of the eigenvectors.
Dazel (in Ref. [14]) proposes the expressions of Li , φi and λi for different
layer types to be used with the IV method.
a.4

indicators extraction

In the implementation used in the scope of the project, the IV used contains
the waves amplitudes. On the first medium (fluid before the first solid layer
of the ML), one wave propagates, so the IV is composed of two elements.
The first one is the amplitude of the incident wave, which can be put at the
right hand side since it is known; the second one is the amplitude of the
reflected wave.
If the amplitude of the incident wave is chosen as the unity, the first element of the global solution vector will be equal to the (complex) reflection
coefficient R of the ML.
From this point, one can easily define the absorption coefficient using:
α = 1 − |R|2

(A.11)

The corresponding surface impedance can be easily defined from the
boundary conditions at the first interface:
Zs = Z0

1+R
1−R

(A.12)
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The Li matrix
presented here
corresponds to the
[αi ] one from
Ref. [14], the symbol
was changed for the
sake of typographic
homogeneity.

B

E L E M E N TA R Y M AT R I C E S F O R Q U A D R AT I C F E

The global theory and weak forms are given in chapter 2, in the present
section, the quadratic interpolation functions are presented, then are the
elementary matrices for a fluid domain and finally those for a PEM domain.
Note that in this appendix, Ωe always refers to one of the relevant elements.
b.1

quadratic interpolation functions

1

1

ϕ1

h

1

ϕ2

h

ϕ3

h

Figure B.1: Shapes of the quadratic interpolation functions for 1D FE.

The interpolation functions used in the case of quadratic, 1D FE are displayed on Fig. B.1 and their expressions are given in equation (B.1).
(h − 2x)(h − x)
h2
−4x(x − h)
ϕ2 (x) =
h2
x(2x − h)
ϕ3 (x) =
h2
ϕ1 (x) =

(B.1)

For later reference, the vectors in equation (B.3) are defined.
Φ =h ϕ1 (x) | ϕ2 (x) | ϕ3 (x) i
0

Φ =h
b.2

ϕ10 (x)

|

ϕ20 (x)

|

ϕ30 (x)

i

(B.2)
(B.3)

fluid domain

The elementary matrices are deduced directly for the element-wise integrals
from (2.2).
Z
1
Φ 0T Φ 0 dΩ
ρa ω2 Ωe
Z
1
Qa =
ΦT ΦdΩ
ρa c20 Ωe
Ha =

b.3

(B.4)

pem domains

The terms order convention chosen here for the cross-phase coupling matrix
Cp,f is the same as the one chosen by Atalla et al. [5].
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Here (and in all this
work), •T is the
regular transposition
operation.
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elementary matrices for quadratic fe

Z
Φ 0T Φ 0 dΩ

Kp,f =P̂

(B.5)

Ωe

Z
ΦT ΦdΩ
Mp,f =ω2 ρ̃
Ωe
Z
ΦT Φ 0 dΩ
Cp,f =γ̃
Ωe
Z
φ
Hp,f =
Φ 0T Φ 0 dΩ
ρ̃22 ω2 Ωe
Z
φ2
Qp,f =
ΦT ΦdΩ
R̃ Ωe

(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)

All those matrices are symmetric except Cp,f .

C

I N D I C AT O R S E X T R A C T I O N

In this appendix, three indicators are introduced: surface impedance Zs ,
reflection coefficient R and absorption coefficient α.
The notation concerning the solution vector x correspond to the one used
in Chapter 2, for a FE analysis.
In a 1D problem, defining the surface impedance of a system separated
from the excited boundary (fluid-borne excitation here) by a distance La is
straigh-forward. One can use the fact that the solution vector x contains the
fluid pressure at the first node (pa (0) = x0 ) and that the impedance at the
boundary is written as in (C.2) (using the Euler equation under harmonic
a
assumption −(jω)2 ρa ua
n = ∇n p ).
Zi =

pa (0)
x0
=
va (0)
jωua
n (0)

(C.1)

Then considering that the imposed boundary condition specifies a unit
displacement ua
n (0) = 1 it comes :
Zi =

x0
jω

(C.2)

Transfer from the input impedance Zi to the surface impedance Zs can
be achieved using the impedance translation theorem [2] (with Z0 = ρa c0 ):
Zs = Z0

Zi + jZ0 tan(−kLa )
Z0 + jZi tan(−kLa )

(C.3)

Once the impedance has been extracted the reflection coefficient is easily
as derived — see (C.4).
R=

Zs − Z0
Zs + Z0

(C.4)

With the reflection coefficient at hand, getting the absorption coefficient
is finally achieved as shown in (A.11).
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The origin of the z
axis is placed at the
left boundary of the
system.

D

D E D U C T I O N O F T H E J U M P M AT R I X

This appendix show the full-length calculations related to the deduction of
the jump matrix. Interpretations and usage are to be found in section 4.1.
The first part of the appendix aim at expressing the fields used in boundary operators and at nodes around the film as a combination of the ampliudes of the waves inside. The second part presents the analytical inversion
of the matrix by expressing the fields at interfaces’ nodes as functions of
amplitudes inside the film.
The final goal (discussed in 4.1) is to express fields used in boundary
operators as combinations of fields at nodes.
The following development uses equations (4.17-4.20) re-printed in (D.1D.4) for easier reference, and boundary conditions (4.9-4.15) — transcribed
in (D.5-D.11).
ũsz =Ai1 e−jδ1 z + Ar1 e+jδ1 z + Ai2 e−jδ2 z + Ar2 e+jδ2 z
ũtz

=µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z
∂ũsz

σ̃ˆ zz =P̂

∂z

+ µ1 Ar1 e+jδ1 z

+ µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z

(D.1)

+ µ2 Ar2 e+jδ2 z

(D.2)




= −jP̂δ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z − Ar1 e+jδ1 z − jP̂δ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z − Ar2 e+jδ2 z
(D.3)

p̃f = − Keq ∇ · ũt
∂utz
∂z 



f
p̃ = + jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 z − Ar1 e+jδ1 z + jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 z − Ar2 e+jδ2 z
= − Keq

(D.4)

σ̃ˆ zz

0
t
ũn 0
p̃f 0
ũsn d
p̃f d
ũtn d

σ̃ˆ zz
d.1

d

(D.5)

=0
=
=
=
=
=

ua
n 0
a
p 0
usn d
pf d
utn d

= σ̂zz

d

(D.6)
(D.7)
(D.8)
(D.9)
(D.10)
(D.11)

matrices P A/L and P eA/R

In this first section, the matrices PA/L and PeA/R as defined at section 4.1.4
are deduced. The former allows to express the fields used in boundary operators as combinations of amplitudes of waves inside the film. The later does
the same for the fields available at nodes.
deduction of P A/L This first matrix can be deduced without any hassle from the boundary conditions (D.6), (D.10) & (D.11).
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The e exponent
denotes an extended
version of the matrix
and is kept for
consistency.
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deduction of the jump matrix

(D.2) → (D.6) ⇒ ua
z

0

=µ1 Ai1 + µ1 Ar1 + µ2 Ai2 + µ2 Ar2

(D.12)

=µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 d + µ1 Ar1 e+jδ1 d
(D.2) → (D.10) ⇒
+ µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 d + µ2 Ar2 e+jδ2 d
(D.3) → (D.11) ⇒ σ̂zz d = − jδ1 P̂Ai1 e−jδ1 d + jδ1 P̂Ar1 e+jδ1 d
− jδ2 P̂Ai2 e−jδ2 d + jδ2 P̂Ar2 e+jδ2 d
utz d

(D.13)
(D.14)

Therefore:


µ1


−jδ d
PA/L = 
 µ1 e 1
−jδ1 P̂e−jδ1 d

deduction of P eA/R
are deduced.
(D.3) → (D.5) ⇒ σ̃ˆ zz

0

µ1

µ2

µ1 e+jδ1 d

µ2 e−jδ2 d

+jδ1 P̂e+jδ1 d

−jδ2 P̂e−jδ2 d



µ2


µ2 e+jδ2 d 

+jδ2 P̂e+jδ2 d
(D.15)

Using the same process, the equations (D.16-D.19)

= 0 =δ1 Ai1 − δ1 Ar1 + δ2 Ai2 − δ2 Ar2

(D.4) → (D.7) ⇒ p
− jKeq δ1 µ1 Ar1
+ jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 − jKeq δ2 µ2 Ar2
(D.1) → (D.8) ⇒ usn d =Ai1 e−jδ1 d + Ar1 e+jδ1 d + Ai2 e−jδ2 d
f

(D.4) → (D.9) ⇒ pf

(D.16)

=jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1
0

d

(D.17)
+ Ar2 e+jδ2 d
(D.18)

=jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 d − jKeq δ1 µ1 Ar1 e+jδ1 d
+ jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 d − jKeq δ2 µ2 Ar2 e+jδ2 d
(D.19)

Therefore, one finally gets the matrix presented in (D.20).
d.1.1

Analytical inversion – PR/A matrix

Applying the boundary conditions (D.5,D.7-D.9) one can get the expression
of Ar2 and then substitute in the equations deduced on the way. Given equations (D.24-D.28), one can now write the matrix PR/A

elimination of A i2

elimination of A i1

PeA/R



=





e+jδ1 d
−jKeq δ1 µ1 e+jδ1 d

e−jδ1 d
jKeq δ1 µ1 e−jδ1 d

jKeq δ2 µ2 e−jδ2 d

e−jδ2 d

jKeq δ2 µ2

δ2

(D.21)

= pa

→⇔jKeq δ2 (µ2 − µ1 )(Ai2 − Ar2 ) =
pa 0
⇔Ai2 =
+ Ar2
jKeq δ2 (µ2 − µ1 )

0

p

a
0

−δ2

0

−jKeq δ2 µ2 e+jδ2 d

e+jδ2 d

−jKeq δ2 µ2

0



(D.4) →⇔jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1 − Ar1 + jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 − Ar2 = pa

(D.7) ⇔p̃f

(D.5) ⇔σ̃ˆ zz 0 = 0




(D.3) →⇔δ1 Ai1 − Ar1 = −δ2 Ai2 − Ar2

δ 
⇔Ai1 = − 2 Ai2 − Ar2 + Ar1
δ1

−jKeq δ1 µ1

−δ1

jKeq δ1 µ1

δ1








(D.22)

(D.21)

(D.20)

D.1 matrices P A/L and P eA/R
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expression of A r2

elimination of A r1

= pf

⇔Ar2 =

=p

f
d

1
δ µ tan δ1 d s
pf d − 1 1
u
2Keq T cos δ2 d
2T cos δ2 d z d
 0



µ1 + jµ10 tan δ1 d e−jδ1 d + µ20 − jµ10 δ1/δ2 tan δ1 d e−jδ2 d a
−
p
2Keq T cos δ2 d

T

+ 2Keq cos(δ2 d) (δ2 µ2 tan δ2 d − δ1 µ1 tan δ1 d) Ar2
|
{z
}

d

0



d

(D.4) →⇔jKeq δ1 µ1 Ai1 e−jδ1 d − Ar1 e+jδ1 d + jKeq δ2 µ2 Ai2 e−jδ2 d − Ar2 e+jδ2 d = pf d


(D.21, D.22) →⇔pa 0 µ10 e−jδ1 d + µ20 e−jδ2 d + 2Keq δ1 µ1 sin(δ1 d)Ar1 + 2Keq δ1 µ1 sin(δ2 d)Ar2 = pf d





(D.23) →⇔pa 0 µ10 + jµ10 tan δ1 d e−jδ1 d + µ20 − jµ10 δ1/δ2 tan δ1 d e−jδ2 d + Keq δ1 µ1 tan(δ1 d)usz

(D.9) ⇔p̃f

(D.21, D.22)

(D.1)

= usz d
d
→⇔Ai1 e−jδ1 d + Ar1 e+jδ1 d + Ai2 e−jδ2 d + Ar2 e+jδ2 d = usz d
 −jδ d

pa 0
e−jδ1 d
e 2
−
+ 2Ar1 cos(δ1 d) + 2Ar2 cos(δ2 d) = usz d
→⇔
jKeq (µ2 − µ1 )
δ2
δ1
 −jδ d

pa 0
usz d
cos(δ2 d) r
e 2
e−jδ1 d
−
A2 −
−
⇔Ar1 =
2 cos(δ1 d) cos(δ1 d)
2jKeq cos(δ1 d)(µ2 − µ1 )
δ2
δ1

(D.8) ⇔ũsz

d

(D.24)

(D.23)
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deduction of the jump matrix

expression of A i1

expression of A i2

⇒Ar1

T = δ2 µ2 tan δ2 d − δ1 µ1 tan δ1 d



1
1
δ µ tan δ1 d
(D.22, D.26) → (D.21) ⇒Ar1 = −
pf d +
+ 1 1
usz d
2Keq T cos δ1 d
2 cos δ1 d
2T cos δ1 d
"



µ10 + jµ10 tan δ1 d e−jδ1 d + µ20 − jµ10 δ1/δ2 tan δ1 d e−jδ2 d
+
2Keq T cos δ1 d
#
−jδ2 d − δ−1 e−jδ1 d
δ−1
e
1
1
− 2
+
pa 0
2jKeq cos(δ1 d)(µ2 − µ1 ) jKeq δ1 (µ2 − µ1 )

δ µ tan δ1 d s
1
pf d − 1 1
u
2Keq T cos δ2 d
2T cos δ2 d z d
"
#



µ10 + jµ10 tan δ1 d e−jδ1 d + µ20 − jµ10 δ1/δ2 tan δ1 d e−jδ2 d
1
−
+
pa
2Keq T cos δ2 d
jKeq δ2 (µ2 − µ1 )

0



1
δ1 µ1 tan δ1 d
1
f
=−
p d+
+
usz d
2Keq T cos δ1 d
2 cos δ1 d
2T cos δ1 d
"
#



−jδ2 d − δ−1 e−jδ1 d
µ10 + jµ10 tan δ1 d e−jδ1 d + µ20 − jµ10 δ1/δ2 tan δ1 d e−jδ2 d
δ−1
1
2 e
+
−
pa
2Keq T cos δ1 d
2jKeq cos(δ1 d)(µ2 − µ1 )

(D.24) → (D.22) ⇒Ar2 =

(D.24) → (D.23)

expression of A r1

expression of T

0

(D.28)

(D.27)

(D.26)

(D.25)

D.1 matrices P A/L and P eA/R
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E

S U R FA C E I M P E D A N C E A N D C O N V E R G E N C E F I G U R E S

The following figures complete the end of Chapter 4. The corresponding
cases are described and analysed in Section 4.4.

Figure E.1: Normalised impedance on the first study case concerning the hybrid
method. The film is a woven fabric (ID 201) layed on a foam (ID 1). See
Table H.1. The reference solution is in solid line and the hybrid method
results are marked with crosses.

Figure E.2: Convergence study associated to Fig. E.1. The method converges down
to machine precision.
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surface impedance and convergence figures

Figure E.3: Normalised impedance on the second study case concerning the hybrid
method. The film is a non-woven fabric (ID 202) layed on a foam (ID
0). See Table H.1. The reference solution is in solid line and the hybrid
method results are marked with crosses.

Figure E.4: Convergence study associated to Fig. E.3. The method converges down
to machine precision but a stagnation is visible for the thickest film.

surface impedance and convergence figures

Figure E.5: Normalised impedance. The screen (ID 203) is layed on a foam (ID 0). See
Table H.1. The reference solution is in solid line and the hybrid method
results are marked with crosses.

Figure E.6: Convergence study associated to Fig. E.5. The method converges down
to machine precision for thin jumped-layers but a stagnation is observed
as the thickness increases.
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surface impedance and convergence figures

Figure E.7: Normalised impedance. The screen (ID 203) is layed on a foam (ID 1). See
Table H.1. The reference solution is in solid line and the hybrid method
results are marked with crosses.

Figure E.8: Convergence study associated to Fig. E.7. The method converges down
to machine precision for thin jumped-layers but a stagnation is observed
as the thickness increases.

F

A TA L E O F R A N D O M N E S S

f.1

probalistic entities and indicators extraction

In order to use stochastic methods a set of mathematical entities must be introduced first. Strictly speaking, this set of definitions should start at a very
low level by the introduction of probability spaces related to the problem
and the definition the full required toolset. For the sake of simplicity and
because none of the concepts developped here is extremely complicated, this
ground-up presentation will be skipped and only relevant quantities will be
introduced. A more in-depth discussion can be found in [19].
f.1.1
f.1.1.1

Random sampling
Probability Density Function

Let f be a function defined on R. f is said to be the probability density
function (PDF) of a real random variable X if
Zx
P(X 6 x) =
f(t)dt,
∀x ∈ R
(F.1)
−∞

The limit limx→∞ P(X 6 x) = 1 by definition of the probability measure
P, therefore, the following property holds:
Z +∞
f(t)dt = 1

(F.2)

−∞

f.1.1.2

Uniform continuous distribution

A continuous probability distribution is said to be uniform on [a, b] if its
PDF is:

a−b
2 , x ∈ [a, b]
f1 (x) =
(F.3)
0,
x 6∈ [a, b]
f.1.1.3

Normal distribution

A continuous probability distribution is said normal (or Gaussian) of mean
µ and variance σ2 (noted N(µ, σ2 )) if its PDF is:
(x−µ)2
1
−
fN(µ,σ2 ) (x) = √
e 2σ2
(F.4)
2πσ2
From a N(0, 1) variable, one can easily reconstrcut any gaussian distribution N(µ, σ2 ) by mean of (F.5). The distribution N(0, 1) is called the standard
normal distribution.

fN(µ,σ2 ) (x) = µ + σ2 fN(0,1) (x)

(F.5)

Generating normally distributed numbers from a uniform distribution is
not a straightforward process and several techniques exist [34].
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As a reminder, the
standard deviation σ,
easier to understand
in the square root of
the variance σ2 .
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a tale of randomness

Indicators extraction

f.1.2

In a first step, only
the flow resistivity σ
will be modelled as a
PDF.

The use made of stochastic techniques in the scope of the present work
aimed at determining the sensibility of the simplified model to variation of
some parameters (see chapter 8).
To achieve such a task, the chosen approach consists in feeding the model
with a certain amount of samples drawn from a PDF representing the parameter of interest. The model then runs for each of these samples and a
statistical analysis of the output is performed.
The chosen distribution for the parameters is normal. This hypothesis
comes from different considerations (apart from the first one: when one
don’t know what the distribution could be. . . just invoke the law of large
numbers and fallback to Gaussian).
The first justification relies on Ref. [10]. This contribution studies the characterisation of porous materials using a Bayesian framework. Apart from
the conclusions of the paper, the distribution derived for σ looks Gaussian.
Another important consideration is that the manufacturer is aiming for
a certain airflow resistivity. Therefore, it seems reasonable to consider the
final value to be concentrated around a certain target (nominal value) σ and
within a given tolerance interval.
The two parameters one can set on a normal distribution are its mean µ
and its standard deviation σ. It seems interesting to have a look at the same
indicators on the output of the model.
f.1.2.1

Mean

There’s a finite number of discretely distributed samples to average, therefore the N samples of a set x will be averaged using (F.6).
x̄ =

N
1 X
xi
N

(F.6)

i=1

f.1.2.2

Standard deviation

The standard deviation associated with a discrete serie can be computed in
two different (but obviously equivalent) ways. The expression chosen in the
present work complies with the one chosen by MATLAB and GNU/Octave
— (F.7).
v
u
N
u1 X
(xi − x̄)2
σ(x) = t
(F.7)
N
i=1

f.2
f.2.1

a computer’s tale of random : prng & state preservation
Random numbers generation

Generating random numbers using a deterministic machine is not an easy
task. Depending on the pursued goal one can expect differents properties
for the generators but some features set the quality of the generator itself.
As a general remark, most of the work on random number generation is
focused towards the generation of uniform variables (since a vast majority
of laws can be derived from there on).

F.2 a computer’s tale of random : prng & state preservation
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None of the random numbers generators (RNG) generates true randomness. The algorithms often used are a combination of shift registers with
feedbacks and xor gates (linear recurrence-based algorithms), a new approach, based on inversive RNG tends to appear though. In this document
(as often in the litterature), the RNG available on mainstream computers and
in scientific software will be refered to as PRNG (Pseudo-Random Numbers
Generator).
Among the properties that define a good PRNG, one will particularly
consider its:
period number of random samples drawn before the sequence starts again
equidistributivity assessing the uniformity of the distribution
speed when one draws random numbers from a particular (non-uniform)
distribution, several uniform samples are often necessary, the recuperation time of the RNG can be an important factor.
As of today, both MATLAB [28] and GNU/Octave [16] use a well-known
PRNG called Mersenne-Twister [29] with a period of 219937 − 1. This PRNG
is equidistributed along 623 dimensions (in the worst case).
The difference between numbers from MATLAB and GNU/Octave comes
from the seeding process. During the initialization of the PRNG (at software
startup), MATLAB uses always a seed equal to 0. GNU/Octave initializes a
contrario its PRNG from /dev/urandom.
In order to generate a normal random distribution, both software use an
algorithm from Marsaglia et al. called the Ziggurat Method [16, 27, 32] which
consumes 2 uniform samples per normal sample generated.
f.2.2

Deterministic stochastic analysis

Behind this antithesis hides one of the most important things in developping
stochastic numerical methods. When the method is being tested, one wants
the results to be as repeatable as possible but still random.
The good point in using a PRNG is that this “feature” already exist as a
side effect. As the PRNG are based on deterministic sequences, initializing
them with the same seed will lead to the same sequence.
To implement this mechanism and get repeatable, stochastic experiments,
all languages implement a seeding primitive for the inner PRNG.
In MATLAB and GNU/Octave, one can get the current PRNG state using:
% GNU/Octave
rng_state_vector = rand(’state’); % or
rng_state_vector = randn(’state’); % or
% MATLAB
rng_state_struct = rng;

To set the PRNG back to a saved state, one can use:
% GNU/Octave
rand(’state’, rng_state_vector); % or
randn(’state’, rng_state_vector); % or
% MATLAB
rng(rng_state_struct);

The full
denomination being
MT19937
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a tale of randomness

As a final word about all that and for a good follow-up read, “Good random
number generators are (not so) easy to find", by Hellekalek et al. digs a bit more
into the details of modern PRNG [20].

G

S U R FA C E I M P E D A N C E A N D C O N V E R G E N C E F I G U R E S
(STOCHASTIC)

The following figures complete Chapter 8. The corresponding cases are described and analysed there.

Figure G.1: Normalised surface impedance for a 0.50mm thick 201 film layed on
PEM 103. The airflow resistivity is bound to a 5% interval around the
nominal value. Analysis to be found in Chapter 8.

Figure G.2: Standard deviation of the shift be normalised surface impedance for a
0.50mm thick 201 film layed on PEM 103, with and without uncertainties.
The airflow resistivity is bound to a 5% interval around the nominal
value. Analysis to be found in Chapter 8.
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surface impedance and convergence figures (stochastic)

Figure G.3: Normalised surface impedance for a 0.50mm thick 202 film layed on
PEM 103. The airflow resistivity is bound to a 5% interval around the
nominal value. Analysis to be found in Chapter 8.

Figure G.4: Standard deviation of the shift be normalised surface impedance for a
0.50mm thick 202 film layed on PEM 103, with and without uncertainties.
The airflow resistivity is bound to a 5% interval around the nominal
value. Analysis to be found in Chapter 8.

H

M AT E R I A L S

The materials referenced below and throughout this thesis can be found on
a dedicated Github repository designed to be used along with PLANES :
https://github.com/Matael/PLANES-Materials

The ID numbers refer to Table H.1.
All the materials are taken from papers [5, 25] or books [2] and the references are often given along in the repository files. If there’s no reference
in the material file, it may be because the file was retrieved from the legacy
materials database of PLANES.
In Table H.1, one can calculate E from N and vice-versa using the two
following formulas :

N=

E
2(1 + ν)

E =2(1 + ν)N

(H.1)
(H.2)

The dtyp value for the films correspond to the typical thickness proposed
in Ref. [2, 25].
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0.98

0.97

0.94

0.04

0.72

0.80

0.98

Foam

Foam

Fibrous

Woven

Nonwoven

Screen

Blanket

0

1

103

201

202

203

204

α∞
1.10
2.52
1.06

1.15
1.02
2.56
1.18

σ
5 · 103
87 · 103
40 · 103

775 · 103
99 · 103
3.2 · 106
34 · 103

60 · 10−6

6 · 10−6

23 · 10−6

23 · 10−6

56 · 10−6

36 · 10−6

1.15 ·
10−4

Λ

86 · 10−6

24 · 10−6

28 · 10−6

28 · 10−6

110 ·
10−6

118 ·
10−6

2.16 ·
10−4

Λ0

41

125

171

809

130

31

33

ρ1

0.3

0.3

0

0.3

0

0.3

0.3

ν

—

—

—

100 · 106

2.2(1 +
0.1j) ·
105

—

—

N

2863

2.66

106

—

—

143 · 106

130 · 103

E

0.015

0.1

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.055

0.1

η

∼4

0.8

0.35

0.55

dtyp (mm)

Table H.1: Properties of the materials used in this thesis. All are referenced at https://github.com/Matael/PLANES-Materials. σ is given in N · s · m−4 , Λ, Λ 0 are in m,
ρ1 in kg · m−3 , E in Pa.

φ

Type

ID
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materials
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